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flawa iQ is awarded "best innovation" at
WPO-Impuls 2022
Flawil, 12 September 2022

After last year's successful premiere, the organising committee of theWirtschaftsportal Ost invited to the
WPO-Impuls 2022. The aim of the event was to show Eastern Switzerland from its most innovative side.
In the Bühler Innovation Campus CUBIC, six innovative companies tried to inspire a young audience of
professionals with their innovations.

On 8 September 2022, the Wirtschaftsportal Ost asked for a platform for regional innovations as part of the WPO-
Impuls 2022, once again making it clear that there is no shortage of inventive talent in Switzerland. Six innovative
companies competed for the title of Innovation Champion 2022. In addition to the flawa iQ intelligent first aid
system, other exciting innovations, including a drone-based weed detection system, "Energy on the Road" and an
e-City app, competed for the crown.

flawa iQ wins the voting
The highlight of the event was the live voting, in which the participants chose the winner with the title "Best
Innovation of the Region". Flawa AG won the battle for the award with its IoT-based emergency system flawa iQ.
After winning the "smart IoT Award" 2021 from the University of St. Gallen, this is already the second award for
Flawa AG.

Pascal Schwarz, CEO of Flawa AG, says about winning the award: "We are happy that we were once again able
to inspire the audience with our smart emergency case. This is of course a great motivational boost for the team
and makes it clear that flawa iQ is a solution-oriented product. With more than 1,000 digital first aid kits already on
the Swiss market after only two years, we are eager to take off internationally soon as well."

In addition to the award as Innovation Champion 2022, the focus was then on the exchange and networking
among the participants in a cosy setting.

About Flawa AG
Flawa AG has been active in the healthcare market for over 100 years. Flawa once developed and produced
hygiene and dressing materials. In 2017, the hygiene products (cotton wool and fresh soles) were sold to Flawa
Consumer GmbH and the specialised trade business (pharmacies and drugstores) was merged with the partner
Lohmann & Rauscher Schweiz AG. Flawa AG has strategically realigned itself and embarked on a new path with
the innovative flawa iQ solution.

Further information
Download pictures from the event here
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